Consolidated Sequence Model
Check when I can go for a trip

Trigger: Calendar
indicates no work on
weekend

Opens Calendar app on
the phone to check work
dates

Looks through his
schedule to see when he
has a long weekend

Intent: Plan trip on
weekend

Deciding where to go and researching about the place

Hears about Martinak
State Park from a friend

Trigger: Previously wanted
to go to Ocean City

Trigger: Wants to go to
Garret Count because it
gets a lot of snow during
winter

Checks travel time - only 2
hours away, that’s good!

Decides to go to Ocean
City for a 2 day trip

Googles Garrett County

Intent: Wants to find more
information about Garrett
County

Does not need more
information about the
place since she trusts her
friend

Opens Google Maps on
her phone and searches
for Ocean City

Opens the Chamber of
Commerce website

Intent: Wants to see the
businesses in Garett hotels, restaurants etc.

Trigger: She’s from
Ukraine, and her mother
talks about St.
Petersburg, and that’s
why she wants to see it

Gets an overview of the
area using the map view

She ignores the video on
top and scrolls down to
look for more information

Intent: Find more
information about Garrett
County

She dives into Street View
of Stockholm to see the
kind of vibe it has

Learns that the driving
time to Ocean City is 4
hours

She clicks the driving
distance link to look at
how far the county is from
her house

Continues to read through
the website information

Trigger: Sees that
Vancouver has been the
most livable city in the
world for 7 years

Googles the capital of
Sweden

Intent: Plan a trip to
Sweden

Decides to go to
Vancouver

Looks at Sweden on
Google Maps to see what
the big cities are

Intent: Get to know the
place better

Intent: Look at other
places to go

She looks at people and
buildings

BD: The website link did
not open Chamber of
Commerce, but instead
went to visitdeepcreek.com

She explores the city of
Helsinki through Street
View

BD: Irritated by website
ads

She decides to go to
Stockholm, Sweden first
since it is closest to USA

Booking tickets to get to destination

Trigger: Has had a good
experience booking tickets
with Kayak before

Intent: Look for flights to
Vancouver

Opens Kayak to book
tickets

Chooses a flight that
leaves early and arrives
early

Intent: Wants to maximize
his time in Vancouver

Checks the distance and
travel time between the
cities she wants to visit

Intent: Wants to
appropriately plan her
trip

Opens Google Flights to
check ticket prices

Intent: Find flight ticket
prices

Decides to travel in May
because it will be warm
and it is 4 months away
so flights will be cheap

Intent: Find a cheap
flight price in good
weather

She searches for multi-city
flights

Intent: She wants to
book a multi-city flight
to visit additional cities
on the way

She changes the dates of
the flights to see which
combination will give her
the best price

Intent: Find a good
price for the flights

After finding the flights,
she compared prices
between Google Flights
and Skyscanner

Skyscanner gives her the
cheapest option, so
decides to book with them

Checking weather for trip

Checks weather on Apple
weather on phone

Intent: Avoid bad weather
on a trip

Googles hourly weather
during weekend

Finding a place to stay

Opens Expedia and
enters estimated travel
dates

Googles on her laptop to
make a reservation in
Martinak State Park in
Maryland

Opens hotel.com and
searches for hotels based
on her travel dates

Intent: Find a hotel that is
close to the beach and the
places she wants to see

Opens the Lodging link on
the FWH website

Browses hotel listing
results

Trigger: She finds a .gov
website where she finds
an option for booking
cabins

Ignores the search results
entirely and immediately
opens the map view

BD: Tries to filter hotels by
an "Ocean Front” filter, but
it does not exist on
hotel.com

She finds a link to Days
Inn and opens it to find
she will get free breakfast
there

Search results show
Airbnb

Looks for hotels on
TripAdvisor and rules out
the ones with ratings less
than 4

She looks for couples she
could couch surf with. She
look at their profiles and
ratings.

Opens details for one
hotel

Specifically searches for a
fireplace

She curates the hotel list
by adding filters - free
breakfast, parking and wifi

Intent: Choose a hotel
from the 3 options which
satisfy her criteria

She double checks the
free breakfast availability

Trigger: Thinks Airbnb
might have cheap options
than hotels

Finds 2 hotels and looks
them up on Google Maps

Trigger: She finds a
couple who had good
references, and opens
their profile to find
common interests with
them. So she decided to
book with them.

Checks the hotel pictures

She scrolled to the bottom
of the page to find the
reservation option.

Books the hotel

Clicks on Airbnb link

Looks at the reviews of the
hotels

Doesn't like the pictures

Trigger: Could not find it
there so she searched the
page (Ctrl + F) for it

Enters checkin details on
Airbnb and then searches

Decides to book one of
the hotels on the list

Goes back to hotel results

Makes the reservation

Intent: She finds the
combination of staying in
nature with a fire very
appealing

Opens each hotel in a
new tab and compares
amenities, pictures and
ratings

Intent: Find a place to stay
close to FWH

Crosschecks the ratings of
hotels displayed on
hotels.com with Google
Maps to make sure they
are reliable

Googles hotels in NY

Scrolls through the list of
results
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Intent: Find a place to
stay in New York City

Intent: Find a good
looking Airbnb within
budget

Opens TripAdvisor to find
a hotel in Vancouver

Intent: Find a place to stay
in Vancouver City

Intent: Find more Info
about hotels to make
decision

She goes to
couchsurfing.com, enters
her check in details.

She google searches
hostels but decides to
concretely decide where
she's going to stay, closer
to the date of departure.

Intent: Find a place to
stay in Stockholm

The price of the cabin was
displayed after she
completed the reservation,
but she found the price
acceptable.

Checks different hotels
with good ratings

Clicks on a low price
listing to see pictures and
reviews

Marks a hotel as a favorite
to come back to it later

Looks at the pictures of
the room

Browses more hotels and
checks amenities and
price

Reads reviews by other
users

Finds more hotels with
good breakfast options

Books the room

Finds hotel with
cancellation polices

Compares hotels to see
which one he likes best

Trigger: Not satisfied with
any hotel

Intent: Find an Airbnb

Opens Airbnb website
and browses superhost
list

Checks pictures of
different listings

Looks at pictures of
surrounding areas to
make listing is in good
area

Checks map view of
apartment to see how
close they are to the
beach

Intent: Find an Airbnb
close to the beach

Finalizes an Airbnb with
great reviews, pictures
and superhosts

Check if Airbnb is
available during his trip
dates

Intent: Checks availability
since he forgot earlier

Checks additional service
charges and facilities at
the apartment

Deciding what to do on the trip

Locates Bethany Beach
on Google Maps as a
potential place to visit in
Ocean City

Opens "Experiences"
section in Airbnb

Searches for sailing
activities on Google

BD: Searches for sailing
activities but does not find
anything

She googles “Ocean City
places to see”

Finds a website with
parasailing information

Opens the first search
result - a trip advisor link
in a new tab and
continues browsing the
search results

Activity is available
throughout his trip so
does not book a specific
date for now

Scrolls through the
Google Cards in the
search results and locates
a museum with high
ratings

Intent: Check tours for
FWH

Intent: Discover more
places and attractions to
visit in Ocean City

Intent: Get information
about indoor and outdoor
activities

She clicks on the Falling
Water House link which
takes her to the FWH
website

Googles Madison Square
Garden as he is a sports
fan

Opens FWH tours to book
ticket for Saturday and stay
there overnight

Clicks on the official site

Simultaneously opens
TripAdvisor in another tab

Opens the first 4 websites
in the search results

Opens and reads the FAQ
to find information about
activities

Clicks on timings and
tours

Looks for “top things to
do” on TripAdvisor

She flights through tabs
and get’s excited at
seeing the vintage stores

Intent: Find something to
do in NYC

Opens Vancouver on
Google Maps

Website tells him that
tours depart every 30
minutes

BD: Isn’t sure if tour was
30 minutes long or every
30 minutes

Decides to do a city tour

Intent: Get an overview of
Vancouver city

Intent: Wants to cover
more ground in a short
trip

Google’s “Stockholm To
Do”

Intent: Curious to
understand why a
museum is popular in a
place known for beaches

Checks map on site to
see how to get there via
subway line

Intent: Find out how to get
to Madison Square
Garden

Looks for outdoor activities

Trigger: She spots a
walking tour on the
website,

Went back to the
TripAdvisor tab

Intent: Explore TripAdvisor
for places to visit

Scrolls down to see if
there is any more relevant
information

Intent: Discover additional
information, if any

Trigger: Loves outdoor
activities

She googles Stockholm
walking tours.

Checked the first result,
but didn’t like it because it
had a bad picture

Looks up Witter on
TripAdvisor

She googles festivals in
Sweden and finds some
music festivals

Opened a list of Ocean
City beaches with good
reviews

Trigger: It has an option to
create his own itinerary
which excites him

She opens the website of
the opera festival.

BD: The map had too
many overlapping icons
which cluttered the screen
and hid the location of
beaches

She used filters to reduce
the map clutter

She found restaurants
and other attractions on
the map

She found a convention
center in Ocean City and
found it weird, because
she expected to find
beaches.

Intent: Compare places
she found on TripAdvisor
with Google Maps

She opens Google Maps
to get an overview of
Ocean City Boardwalk

Intent: Save attractions
she wants to visit in
Google Maps for later
reference

She saved The Boardwalk
to the “Want to go list” on
Google Maps

Intent: Discover more
places/activities to see/do
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Intent: Crosscheck
reviews and look at
multiple sites to judge
a place

She looks through the
museums, and makes a
mental list of things to do.

Checked the museum
reviews to understand
what people are saying,
but didn’t find the
museum interesting

Open the TripAdvisor map
to see the location of the
beaches

Intent: Find something
to do in Stockholm

BD: She doesn't find any
information on the opera
festival website.

She searches for Jet Ski
and Parasailing activities
in Google Maps and finds
a few places

Decide what food to eat at the destination

Searches restaurants
around the attractions
she’s saved in Google
Maps

Intent: To find must-try or
great local food places in
Ocean City

She also asked her
friends for
recommendations about
restaurants

BD: She checks the
dining options but cannot
find a menu

She finds some pictures
of fancy good

BD: She closes the tab the
food pictures because her
husband does not like
fancy food

Once she’s there, she
would like to try the local
street food

Adds to plans overtime
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Checks restaurants in
Google Maps with 2$$
signs

Intent: Find places to eat
in Vancouver City

Intent: Wants to local food
only

